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How to ...

How
to ...

plan and implement
a fertigation system
Fertigation is the process of supplying dissolved fertilizer through an existing
irrigation system and is most commonly used in high-value crops such as grapes,
vegetables, fruit trees and ornamentals. There are many factors that need to
be considered in the design of the system. These include the selection of soluble
fertilizer, injection equipment as well as the management and maintenance regime
of the system. This editorial will highlight many of these elements.

- by Mike de Villiers
INTRODUCTION

Fertigation, also known as Nutrigation™, is the descriptive
term for the process of supplying dissolved fertilizer to
agricultural and horticultural crops, through an existing
irrigation system, in order to supply additional nutrients and
to correct nutrient deficiencies found through plant tissue
analysis. The simultaneous supply of both nutrients and
water in specific ratios has many advantages to the farmer,
the most important being the improvement of production
yields. The continuous supply of both nutrients and water,
as opposed to the application of solid fertilizer, saves labour,
reduces compaction through a reduction in traffic, applies
the fertilizer uniformly around the root zone and increases
the rate of up-take by the plant.
Fertigation may be as simple as the dosing of individual
flower pots and as complex as providing nutrients to the
total production on a commercial farm. Needless to say, the
decision to implement a fertigation system needs a detailed
cost benefit analysis, amongst others, in order to be effective.
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Further advantages of fertigation include:
• Accurate placement of nutrients: where the water goes, the
nutrients follow.
• Micro control of plant feeding, in order to reduce the loss of
nutrients not absorbed by the plant and therefore leached into
the water supply
• Increased irrigation efficiency through the reduction of water and
fertilizer needs
• The application of nutrients may be controlled precisely
ito time and rate
• Minimized risk of soil borne diseases through soil contamination
Some disadvantages include:
• The reduction of the concentration of the fertilizer as it dissolves
• The separation of fertigation water from the domestic supply to
avoid contamination
• Restrictions on irrigation through drought rationing will also impact
on the supply of nutrients
• Possible pressure loss in the irrigation system
The information used in this editorial has been largely based on the NSW
department of primary industries, “Horticultural fertigation” 2000 publication and is gratefully acknowledged. It is highly recommended that the
reader refers to their website in order to obtain the full text. The images
were provided by Cherry Irrigation.

Technology

Fourth industrial revolution
Is more about people

People working in the manufacturing industry tend to see the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) another
challenge. But without downplaying the challenges, there is another view.
by Ryan Crawford, IT manager, Bridgestone South Africa

G

lobal figures show that manufacturing is caught in
a particularly vicious bind. Productivity is continually
rising, which means that fewer people are needed
to produce more goods more cheaply. At the same time,
demand for these goods is relatively inelastic beyond a
given point: for each 1 percent the price declines, demand
increases by only 0.7 percent.
This is all very relevant to a country
like South Africa with a large and
growing population and high
unemployment. But even though
the proportion of the work force
employed in manufacturing is
reducing, these jobs are still worth
having. No other jobs have a
higher multiplier effect: because
manufacturing has so many linkages into the economy, every
rand invested in manufacturing
promotes growth in businesses
servicing manufacturers.
An additional fly in the ointment is that the Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR), which is expected
to see robotics, artificial intelligence and the Internet of Things
become mainstream, will inevitably further reduce manufacturing’s potential to provide large
numbers of jobs.
It’s at this point that we need to
re-examine the issue. Like much
received wisdom, it is true but only
partly so. Granted, if 4IR unfolds as
we expect, we will see increasing
numbers of existing jobs in part or
in whole taken over by machines.
But it would probably be accurate rather to say that we will see
increasing numbers of tasks taken

30

over by machines because we are
a long way off any machine being
able to counterfeit the human
ability to reason and, crucially, to
interact on a personal level.
(Just use Siri or Google Assistant
to get a sense of how good this
type of technology is at performing
tasks—set the alarm, find out
Margaret
Thatcher’s
middle
name—but how dumb it actually
is when compared to a human
assistant. The same dynamic is
even truer in a complex manufacturing process to design, test,
produce, distribute and service
tyres, to quote an example close
to home for me.)

AI will create new jobs
The analyst firm, Gartner, predicts
that while artificial intelligence
will automate 1.8 million people
out of work by 2020, but will
create 2.3 million new ones—a
gain of 500 000.
However, these new jobs will
only be available to those with
the right set of skills. To put it
bluntly, unskilled jobs are most at
risk and that is the rub, particularly for us here in South Africa.
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Generally speaking, our work
force is relatively unskilled and is
thus vulnerable.
For companies with existing work
forces, the first challenge is thus
to prepare existing employees to
make the transition to a radically
different way of working in a radically different work environment.
The second will be to play a role
alongside government in somehow
ensuring that our deeply flawed
educational system is retooled to
start producing a new generation
of workers with skills suitable for
the new workplace.
When it comes to existing workers,
speaking from my own experience
at Bridgestone, it is clear that traditional skills’ training is not going
to be effective. We are currently
piloting new ways of transmitting knowledge which, when
perfected, will play a vital role in
preparing our people to transition
to a new type of job, likely one
that will involve the higher value,
relationship-building service end
of the business. A key competency
to master will be that of being
able to unlearn old and learn
new, enabling one to be far more
agile in adapting to constantly
changing roles and skills required.
It is no longer only about what you
know at any given point in time,
but rather how quickly you can
adapt and learn.
It will take planning and innovative thinking to overcome the

challenges of helping the existing
workforce to transition, and to
ensure the educational system
produces the right skills.
In conclusion, a word of caution.
Anything to do with technology,
and 4IR is supremely technologydriven, is susceptible to hype. This
means that the expected changes
can seem as though they are
just around the corner. In fact, it
will be a long time before all the
existing manufacturing facilities
and processes are fundamentally
changed. This kind of change
requires massive investment, and
if our experience of previous technology changes is anything to go
by, it will not be smooth either. We
still have time, but the time to start
planning how you will prepare
your manufacturing facility—and
especially its people—for the
world of 4IR is now.

References:
• David Roe, “Why Artificial
Intelligence Will Create
More Jobs Than it Destroys”,
CMS Wire (9 January
2018), available at http://
www.cmswire.com/digitalworkplace/why-artificialintelligence-will-create-morejobs-than-it-destroys/.
• Robert Lawrence, The future
of manufacturing employment
(Centre for Development and
Enterprise), available at http://
www.cde.org.za/the-future-ofmanufacturing-employment/

Technology

First-ever pest and disease
identification technology and database

Launched at major precision
agriculture event

W

e recently attended Aerobotics Future Farming
event which was held in 11 locations – mostly
farming communities – all round South Africa,
with 700 people in attendance. The Franschhoek event,
held at Leopard’s Leap wine estate, was filled to capacity
with a crowd enjoying the sunny winelands. Concurrently
events were held at Citrusdal, Johannesburg, Pretoria,
KZN South Coast, KZN Midlands, Kirkwood, Patensie,
Tzaneen, Nelspruit, and Hartswater; placing focus on local
farming communities.

Global
precision
agriculture
company, Aerobotics, launched
five new innovations at the event

that have never been seen before
in the agriculture industry. These
innovations were designed with

the farmer in mind to build on
top of Aerobotics’ world leading
solutions that have been helping
farmers with early pest and disease
detection for years.
Aerobotics’
new
leaf-by-leaf
Drone Scouting Application will
give farmers access to artificial
intelligence (AI) that detects the
exact problems impacting their
trees, quickly, accurately and
without having to step foot onto
the crop themselves.

Scouting help
“We have been working extremely
hard over the past few years with
growers and industry partners
to create technology that will
completely change how farmers
manage their crops, identify
stressed trees and spot individual
pests and diseases without stepping foot on the farm,” said
Aerobotics
Co-Founder
and
CEO James Paterson. “This kind
of technology has been the stuff
of agri-tech legend, but today
we are making the Future of
Farming a reality.”
Once the drones capture high
resolution images of stressed trees,
these images will be run through
Aerobotics’ first-ever tree crop
and vineyard pest and disease

detection database. Using artificial intelligence and machine
learning, pests and disease will
be identified, and the results then
communicated via push notifications to the farmer. Additionally,
the Aeroview system will now
automatically generate scout
routes
for
farmers
using
Aerobotics’ AI.
“Until now, the farmer has had to
take time to visit each individual
tree and rely on past experience
and knowledge in the field to
identify pests and disease,” said
Aerobotics Data Science Manager
Michael Malahe. “Now, Aeroview
has the technology to do all of this
for the farmer. The amount of time,
energy and money that farmers
can save with Aerobotics’ new
technology is impressive.”
Once the system has automatically detected problem trees that
need further investigation and
a scout route has been planned
using AI, Aerobotics’ Drone
Scouting Application will send the
route to a drone.
The drone will take off and fly a
custom-designed mission, locating
trees which have been identified as
experiencing stress. The drone will
come down to approximately one
metre above the tree to take a high-

Five new innovations launched at
Future of Farming 2018
•
•
•
•
•

Automated problem detection for trees using
multispectral cameras, visual cameras and
satellite imagery
Scouting routes generated by Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Drone scouting within one metre of individual trees to
capture imagery
Artificial Intelligence (AI) disease identification through
Aerobotics’ database
Intuitive reporting to give the farmer key,
actionable insights
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Letters…

The design
debate continues
Derrick Benson writes…
Like Ralph Hagemann, I too, am
a founder member of SABI, and
would like to add my bit to this
ongoing, unresolved subject. This
debate has been around since the
establishment of SABI, and it is sad
to see that there is yet no finality in
the discussion.
I see a number of reasons
why this is so:
1. We live in a free enterprise
system which allows freedom
of choice on many business
issues, this being one of them.
2. If design fees regulations
are instituted, how do
we police them?
3. What “punishment” can be
applied to Design Fee law
breakers? For example, could
a fine be imposed on the lawbreaking individual for a first
offence, or a jail sentence?

Next time

Frankly, I do not see a solution
to this issue so long as anyone can
enter the Irrigation Industry without
having to first register as such e.g.the medical profession and others.
The wonderful thing to me is
that everyone in the industry that
I had to do with over the years
are honest, upright and hardworking citizens (of course, there
are exceptions out there, hence
this ongoing debate), and I think
that the competition here is really
between Irrigation Companies
and not Individual SABI members
employed by these Companies.
It is, at the end of the day, the
bottom line that rules everything, is it not?
I agree that Design Fees are
justified, but I cannot see how it
can be controlled and policed.
Kind regards,
Derrick Benson (FSABI)
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SABI magazine features, in February March 2019, an
informative and must-read range of features, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maize and canola
Centre pivots
Moving systems
Water quality
Waste water management
Renewable energy and saving of electricity
Pipes, pumps and valves
Water week
Africa’s irrigation projects
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SABI IrrigationWise Trainin

Celebrating the D3 course final day
At Irrigation Unlimited
Thank you...

I

n August, SABI IrrigationWise students, lecturer and
SABI technical executive office Isobel van der Stoep
celebrated the final day of the D3, the Introductory
Irrigation Design Course, at Irrigation Unlimited’s premises
near Pretoria. Irrigation Unlimited have for several years
hosted the final day of the D3 course at their picturesque
premises, and kindly provide refreshments and lunch for

Mias van der Walt (Irrigation Unlimited), Tobie van der Heever (Irrigation Unlimited),
Andre Vosloo (Irrigation Unlimited) and Isobel van der Stoep (SABI Irrigation Wise).

IrrigationWise
Academy
L E A R N TO G R O W

their students. SABI IrrigationWise is highly appreciative
of Irrigation Unlimited’s support, says Isobel. “Thank you
Irrigation Unlimited.”
Two prizes were presented at the end of the course – one for the Best
Student, who will also receive a SABI bronze medal at the next Congress
and another prize for the best Design Project completed during the course.

Isobel van der Stoep (SABI IrrigationWise), Chris Barber (Best Student),
Paul Hatting (Best Design project) and Adriaan Louw (External Examiner)
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